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Generalized friendship paradox in networks with tunable degree-attribute correlation
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One of the interesting phenomena due to topological heterogeneities in complex networks is the friendship
paradox: Your friends have on average more friends than you do. Recently, this paradox has been generalized
for arbitrary node attributes, called the generalized friendship paradox (GFP). The origin of GFP at the network
level has been shown to be rooted in positive correlations between degrees and attributes. However, how the GFP
holds for individual nodes needs to be understood in more detail. For this, we first analyze a solvable model
to characterize the paradox holding probability of nodes for the uncorrelated case. Then we numerically study
the correlated model of networks with tunable degree-degree and degree-attribute correlations. In contrast to the
network level, we find at the individual level that the relevance of degree-attribute correlation to the paradox
holding probability may depend on whether the network is assortative or dissortative. These findings help us to
understand the interplay between topological structure and node attributes in complex networks.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.90.022809

PACS number(s): 89.75.−k, 89.65.−s

I. INTRODUCTION

Human societies have been successfully described within
the framework of complex networks, where nodes and links
denote individuals and their dyadic relationships, respectively [1–5]. As individuals are embedded in social networks,
their positions in such networks strongly influence their
behaviors [3] as well as self-evaluations [6] and subjective well
being [7]. In particular, the comparison to friends, colleagues,
and peers enables individuals to adopt and transmit opinion,
information, and technologies [2,8,9], e.g., for competitiveness [10]. Thus understanding positional differences between
individuals is crucial to understanding the emergent collective
dynamics at the community or societal level [11].
Topological structures of social networks have been known
to be heterogeneous, characterized by broad distributions of the
number of neighbors or degree [12], assortative mixing [13],
and community structure [14]. One of the interesting phenomena due to topological heterogeneities is the friendship
paradox (FP). The FP states that your friends have on average
more friends than you do [15]. The paradox has been shown
to hold in both offline and online social networks [15–20].
Examples include friendship networks of middle and high
school students [15,20] and of university students [6], scientific
collaboration networks [18], and Facebook and Twitter user
networks [16,17,19]. The paradox can be understood as
a sampling bias in which individuals having more friends
are more likely to be observed by their friends. This bias
has important implications for the dynamical processes on
social networks, e.g., for efficient immunization [21] and for
early detection of contagious outbreaks [22,23] or of natural
disasters [24]. The paradox implies that your friends and
neighbors tend to occupy more important or central positions
in social networks than you do.
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The importance or centrality of individuals is not determined only by their topological positions in networks, but is
also influenced by their attributes. Individuals can be described
by various attributes like gender, age, cultural preferences,
and genetic information [25,26]. This requires us to study the
interplay between topological structure and node attributes
of social networks. The friendship paradox has been also
considered for arbitrary node attributes [17–19], which is
called the generalized friendship paradox (GFP) [18]. Note
that if the degree of node is considered as the attribute, the
GFP reduces to the FP.
The GFP can be formulated at the individual and network
levels. The GFP holds for a network if the average attribute
of nodes in the network is smaller than the average attribute
of their neighbors. The GFP holds for a node if the node has
a lower attribute than the average attribute of its neighbors.
The GFP at both levels has been observed in the coauthorship
networks [18]. While the GFP at the network level accounts for
the average behavior of the network, the GFP at the individual
level can provide more detailed understanding of the centrality
of individuals, and of their subjective evaluations of attributes.
For example, consider a star network, where one hub node is
connected to all other nodes. The network level analysis cannot
tell the positional and attribute-related difference between
the hub node and all other nodes. Thus it is obvious that
these individual properties cannot be fully revealed in the
network level analysis, especially when the individuals are
heterogeneous in terms of broad distributions of degree and
attribute.
The origin of the GFP at the network level has been
clearly shown to be rooted in positive degree-attribute correlations [18]. In other words, high-attribute individuals are
more likely to be observed by their friends as high-attribute
individuals have more friends. However, the role of degreeattribute correlations at the individual level is far from being
fully understood. In order to investigate the role of various
correlations for the GFP at the individual level, we first
analyze a solvable model to characterize the paradox holding
probability of nodes for the uncorrelated case. Then we
numerically study the correlated model of networks with
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II. GENERALIZED FRIENDSHIP PARADOX
A. Network level

The generalized friendship paradox (GFP) holds for a network if the average attribute of nodes in the network is smaller
than the average attribute of their neighbors. For a network of
N nodes, let us denote a degree and an attribute of node i as ki
and xi , respectively. The average degree and average attribute

N
−1
are k = N −1 N
i=1 ki and x = N
i=1 xi . The average
attribute of neighbors xnn is obtained as
N
ki xi
xnn = i=1
,
(1)
N
i=1 ki
where a node i with degree ki has been counted ki times by its
neighbors. Then the GFP holds for a network if the following
condition is satisfied:
x < xnn .
By the straightforward calculation, one gets
ρkx σk σx
,
xnn − x =
k

(2)

N
1  (ki − k)(xi − x)
.
N i=1
σk σx

where θ (·) is a Heaviside step function. The distribution of
x has been denoted by P (x) with x  0. In general x can
have negative values, which will be considered in Sec. II C.
By taking the Laplace transform with respect to x, we get
h̃k (s) =

s
1
1 − P̃
s
k

(3)

(4)

B. Individual level: Uncorrelated solvable model

(a)

3

i

where i denotes the set of i’s neighbors. The probability
of satisfying Eq. (5) or paradox holding probability may be
interpreted as the degree of self-evaluation of the node when

x α−1 e−x/β
,
β α (α)

1
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In order to investigate the GFP at the individual level, we
study an uncorrelated solvable model. The GFP holds for
a node i if the node has a lower attribute than the average
attribute of its neighbors, precisely if the following condition
is satisfied:
1 
xi <
xj ,
(5)
ki j ∈

(8)

,

(9)

where α,β > 0 and the mean of x is x = αβ. Since P̃ (s) =
(βs + 1)−α , one gets


x
 αk,αk x
.
(10)
hk (x) =
(αk)
∞
Here (s,z) = z t s−1 e−t dt denotes the upper incomplete
Gamma function. The heat map of hk (x) as a function of αk
and x/x is depicted in Fig. 1(a).
For any given k, it is obvious that hk (0) = 1 and hk (∞) = 0,
and that hk (x) is a decreasing function of x. For a given x, one
can study the k-dependent behavior of hk (x). In case of k = 1,

x/<x>

Since standard deviations of degree and attribute, i.e., σk and
σx , are positive in any nontrivial cases, the positive ρkx leads
to the GFP at the network level. Thus, the origin of GFP at
the network level is rooted in positive correlation between
degree and attribute [18]. The GFP at the network level
has been observed in the coauthorship networks of Physical
Review journals (PR) and of Google Scholar profiles (GS)
for several attributes such as the number of publications by
each author [18]. In addition, the negative ρkx can lead to the
opposite tendency, implying that your friends have on average
a lower attribute than you do. This can be called anti-GFP.

k

where P̃ (s) is the Laplace transform of P (x). Then, the paradox holding probability hk (x) can be obtained by taking the
inverse Laplace transform of h̃k (s) analytically or numerically
if necessary.
For the solvable yet broadly distributed case, we consider
the Gamma distribution for x, i.e.,
P (x) =

where the degree-attribute correlation is given by
ρkx =

compared to its neighbors. We assume no correlation between
attributes of neighboring nodes, implying that the degrees of
neighbors are entirely irrelevant to the probability. Then one
gets the paradox holding probability of a node with degree k
and attribute x as
⎛
⎞
k

1
xj > x ⎠
(6)
hk (x) ≡ Pr ⎝
k j =1
⎛
⎞
k
k
∞


1
=
dxj P (xj )θ ⎝
xj − x ⎠ ,
(7)
k j =1
j =1 0

hk(x)

tunable degree-degree and degree-attribute correlations. By
calculating the paradox holding probabilities for the entire
range of correlations, we show that the relevance of degreeattribute correlation to the paradox holding probability may
depend on whether the network is assortative or dissortative.
This result is compared to the GFP at the network level. Finally,
we conclude the paper by summarizing the results.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Analytic results of the uncorrelated model
with Gamma distributions for x and k in Eq. (9). (a) Heat map of the
paradox holding probability hk (x) in Eq. (10) as a function of αk and
x/x. (b) hk (x) as a function of αk for values of x/x = 0.9, 1, and
1.1 (curves), which are compared to the numerical results (circles)
from the uncorrelated network of size N = 105 and of x = 50 using
the same Gamma distribution in Eq. (9).
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h1 (x) is the probability of drawing one
 ∞number larger than x
from P (x), which we denote fx ≡ x P (x  )dx  . The value
of h2 (x) is upper bounded by the probability that when two
numbers are drawn from P (x), both numbers are not smaller
than x, i.e., h2 (x)  1 − (1 − fx )2 . Even when one neighbor
has an attribute less than x and the other has an attribute more
than x, it is likely that the average of them exceeds x due to the
broadness of P (x). Thus, we approximate as h2 (x) ≈ 1 − (1 −
fx )2 , which is then generalized to hk (x) ≈ 1 − (1 − fx )k . This
argument accounts for the k-dependent increasing behavior
for small αk in the solution of Eq. (10). It could imply that
having more friends may lead to the lower self-evaluation to
some extent. However, for sufficiently large k, the average
of attributes of neighbors converges to x. Hence, when the
given x is smaller (larger) than x, hk (x) approaches 1 (0)
as k increases. In case of x = x, hk (x) approaches 1/2 as
k increases. Note that only when x > x, hk (x) increases
and then decreases according to k. Such nontrivial behavior
emerges even in the uncorrelated case.
Next, in order to study the FP in the uncorrelated setup, one
needs to solve the following equation:
⎛
⎞
k

1
⎝
hFP
kj > k ⎠
(11)
k ≡ Pr
k j =1
⎛
⎞
k
k


1
=
P (kj )θ ⎝
kj − k ⎠ ,
(12)
k
{k } j =1
j =1
j

where P (k) denotes the degree distribution. As there is no
general solution to our knowledge, the FP will be numerically
studied in Sec. II C.
C. Individual level: Correlated network model

We numerically study more general cases, including the
uncorrelated model, by generating networks with tunable
degree-degree and degree-attribute correlations. Following the
configuration model [27], we generate the degree sequence,
{ki } for nodes i = 1, . . . ,N, where each degree is independently drawn from P (k) with minimum degree as kmin = 1.
Each node has ki stubs or half links. A pair of nodes are
randomly selected and a link is established between them
if both nodes have residual stubs and if there is no link
between them. This process is repeated until when no stubs
remain. In principle, the generated network has no degreedegree correlations. Degree-degree correlations can be fully
measured in terms of the joint degree distribution P (k,k  ) with
k and k  denoting degrees of neighboring nodes. However,
for tractability of the model, we adopt the assortativity
coefficient [13]
 1


 2
L l kl kl −
l 2 (kl + kl )
rkk =  
(13)
  1
 ,
 2
L l 21 kl 2 + kl 2 −
l 2 (kl + kl )
where kl and kl denote degrees of nodes of the lth link with
l = 1, . . . ,L, and L is the total number of links in the network.
Indeed, rkk is the normalized quantity of the first order moment
of P (k,k  ), i.e., kk  P (k,k  ). The value of rkk ranges from
−1 to 1, and it quantifies the tendency of large degree nodes
being connected to other large degree nodes. A network with
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the maximal rkk can be implemented, e.g., by constructing k
cliques or complete subgraph with k nodes. The minimal rkk
can be found in the starlike network structure, where hubs are
connected to dangling nodes.
For preparing the network with a desired value of rkk ,
we rewire links as following [28]: Two links are randomly
selected, e.g., a link between nodes i and j and a link between
nodes i  and j  . These nodes are rewired to links between
i and i  and between j and j  , only when the value of rkk
gets closer to the desired value. This rewiring is repeated until
the desired value of rkk is reached. In order to investigate if
these generated networks result in the desired degree-degree
correlations, we measure P (k,k  ) (not shown here) implying
that the generated networks are fully random to any other
respect than the correlation by the assortativity coefficient.
Thus, rkk will also be used as an indicator for the degree-degree
correlations.
For the tunable degree-attribute correlation, denoted by ρkx ,
we adopt the method used in Ref. [18]. For a given degree
sequence, the attribute of a node i is assigned as

xi = ρki + 1 − ρ 2 kj ,
(14)
where the node index j is randomly chosen from {1, . . . ,N}.
It is straightforward to prove that ρ = ρkx [18]. ρ can have
avalue in [−1,1]. The attribute has the average x = (ρ +
1 − ρ 2 )k, while its standard deviation is the same as that of
degrees, i.e., σx = σk , independent of ρ. From the generated
attribute sequence, one can measure the attribute-attribute
correlation rxx using Eq. (13) but with k replaced by x. rxx
can be interpreted as the degree of attribute homophily [29].
For comparison to the analytic solution in Eq. (10), we assume
the Gamma distribution for the degree as in Eq. (9). Since the
analytic results are not sensitive to the variation of α, we use
α = 1 for simplicity.
Let us first consider the uncorrelated case, i.e., rkk = ρkx =
0. We generate an uncorrelated network of size N = 105 and
of k = x = 50. Then we measure the paradox holding
probability hk (x) to find that the numerical result in Fig. 2(e)
supports our analytic solution of Eq. (10), also depicted in
Fig. 1(a). The values of hk (x) for x/x = 0.9, 1, and 1.1
are plotted in Fig. 1(b) for the precise comparison to the
analytic solution. In all cases, hk (x) has been averaged over
100 different assignments of attributes using Eq. (14).
In general, the paradox holding probability is expected to
be affected by the combined effect of two correlations, i.e.,
rkk and ρkx . As shown in Figs. 2(d)–2(f), when ρkx = 0, the
overall behavior of hk (x) is the same as the uncorrelated case
in Fig. 1(a), irrespective of rkk . It is because attributes of
neighboring nodes are fully uncorrelated, supported by the
observation of rxx ≈ 0. By the same argument, the similar
pattern is observed for rkk = 0 and ρkx = 0. This is evidenced
by the fact that the border xk , defined by the condition hk (x =
xk ) = 1/2, is mostly flat for a wide range of k. However, such
borders show some deviations from x = x, depicted by blue
horizontal lines in Fig. 2, possibly due to finite size effects.
When both rkk and ρkx are positive [Fig. 2(c)], the effect of
attribute homophily by rxx > 0 becomes pervasive. The GFP
holds for high-attribute nodes due to their neighbors of even
higher attributes, while low-attribute nodes have lower paradox
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holding probability, compared to the uncorrelated case. The
opposite behavior is observed for the dissortative networks
[Fig. 2(a)]. Hub nodes of high attribute tend to be connected
with dangling nodes of low attribute, leading to smaller hk (x)
for the former and larger hk (x) for the latter. It also means the
negative attribute-attribute correlation (rxx < 0). Let us now
consider when degrees and attributes are negatively correlated
(ρkx < 0). In the assortative networks [Fig. 2(i)], the GFP
holds even for some high attribute nodes but with small
degrees, which is comparable to the case of rkk ,ρkx > 0. In the
dissortative networks [Fig. 2(g)], hub nodes of low attribute
tend to be connected to dangling nodes of high attribute,
leading to larger hk (x) for the former and smaller hk (x) for the
latter. This is in contrast to the case of rkk < 0 and ρkx > 0. It
is notable that the results for rxx ≈ 0 and for rkk ,ρkx > 0 are
comparable to empirical results for coauthorship networks of
PR and GS in Figs. 1(d), 1(f) and Figs. 1(a), 1(c) of Ref. [18],
respectively.
Now we calculate the average paradox holding probability
H (rkk ,ρkx ), which is defined as the fraction of nodes satisfying
Eq. (5). The result is shown in Fig. 3(a). As a reference,
we define H0 ≡ H (0,0) ≈ 0.62 for the uncorrelated case. If
rkk  0.4, it is found that H > H0 (H < H0 ) for ρkx > 0
(ρkx < 0). Otherwise, if rkk > 0.4, H ≈ H0 is observed for
almost entire range of ρkx . We first note that most nodes in the
network have small degrees from the Gamma distribution, and
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k

FIG. 2. (Color online) Paradox holding probability hk (x) of the
correlated networks of size N = 105 for values of rkk = −0.2, 0, and
0.4 (from left to right) and of ρkx = −0.5, 0, and 0.5 (from bottom to
top). Degrees k follow the Gamma distribution in Eq. (9) with α = 1
and β = 50, i.e., k = 50, and attributes x are assigned to nodes
using Eq. (14). For comparison to the uncorrelated case, x has been
regularized by k that has the same value as x for ρkx = 0. Blue
horizontal lines correspond to x/k for each case.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Numerical results for correlated networks
of size N = 105 and of k = 50 with the Gamma distribution for
degrees (a)–(c): (a) Average paradox holding probability H as a
function of rkk and ρkx . (b) Scatter plot showing rxx and rkk |ρkx | for
−0.8  rkk  0.8. The solid line corresponds to rxx = rkk |ρkx |. (c)
Paradox holding probability of the FP for various values of degreedegree correlations. (d) Empirical paradox holding probability of the
FP for coauthorship networks of Physical Review (PR) journals and
Google Scholar (GS) profiles from Ref. [18].

they have low attributes if ρkx  0 or high attributes but around
0 for ρkx < 0. These nodes dominate the population, hence the
behavior of H . Next, the paradox holding probability of such
dominant nodes needs to be understood. In the dissortative
networks (rkk < 0), large degree nodes tend to be connected
to small degree nodes, leading to a starlike structure. If hub
nodes have high attributes and peripheral nodes have low
attributes (ρkx > 0), the dominant nodes, i.e., peripheral nodes
in this case, have large paradox holding probability, resulting
in H > H0 . Otherwise, if ρkx < 0, since the dominant nodes
have high attribute, we find H < H0 . Here the attributes
of neighboring nodes are negatively correlated (rxx < 0)
irrespective of the sign of ρkx . In the assortative networks
(rkk > 0), nodes of similar degrees tend to be connected to
each other. The attributes of neighboring nodes are similar
(rxx > 0) whether high (low) degree nodes have high (low)
attributes (ρkx > 0) or vice versa (ρkx < 0). In either case, the
dominant nodes have neighbors of similar attribute, implying
that the behavior of H is robust against the variation and sign
of ρkx . Conclusively, the sign of ρkx is relevant to H in the
dissortative network with rkk < 0, while it is irrelevant to H
in the assortative network with rkk > 0. This can be compared
to the GFP at the network level, which is determined by the
sign of ρkx as shown in Eq. (3). We also numerically find that
rxx ≈ rkk |ρkx | in Fig. 3(b), implying that the behavior of H
cannot be explained only in terms of rxx .
Finally, using the above generated networks, we calculate
the probability of holding the FP, denoted by hFP
k . As shown
in Fig. 3(c), for rkk  0, hFP
stays
close
to
1
until
k reaches
k
≈100, and decays quickly to 0. It is because small-degree
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nodes tend to be connected to large-degree nodes. However, in
the assortative networks with rkk > 0, hFP
k begins with small
values, increases according to k, and eventually decays to 0. It
implies that the FP holds most strongly for nodes of average
degree, or so-called middle class, not for nodes of the smallest
degree. These variations at the individual level are observed
only due to different effects of assortativity coefficient, rkk .
In contrast, the FP at the network level is influenced only
by the shape of degree distribution, irrespective of rkk . These
results enable us to understand the empirical finding of hFP
k
from coauthorship networks [18], replotted in Fig. 3(d). The
increasing behavior of hFP
k for k < 10 in the coauthorship
network of PR is due to rkk ≈ 0.47, while such increasing
behavior is not observed in the coauthorship network of GS
showing no degree-degree correlation, i.e., rkk ≈ −0.02.
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D. Case with scale-free networks
(c) 1.0

In order to study the GFP in a more realistic setup such as
scale-free networks, we generate the correlated networks using
the power-law distribution of degrees and attributes. In case of
power-law degree distribution, the degree-degree correlation
rkk is strongly limited by various factors, such as the system
size and the power-law exponent of degree distribution, as
studied in Ref. [30]. For the realistic consideration, we choose
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Numerical results for correlated networks
of size N = 104 with the power-law distribution for degrees:
(a) Average paradox holding probability H as a function of rkk and
ρkx . (b) Scatter plot showing rxx and rkk |ρkx | for −0.1  rkk  0.1.
The solid line corresponds to rxx = rkk |ρkx |. (c) Paradox holding
probability of the FP for various values of degree-degree correlations.

the following distribution
P (k) ∝ k −γ

for

k  kmin ,

(15)

with γ = 2.7 and kmin = 6. For these values of parameters, one
can generate the network in the range of −0.1  rkk  0.1 for
N = 104 . Then, we calculate the paradox holding probability
hk (x) to find that its overall behavior is qualitatively similar to
those in the case of Gamma distribution, as shown in Fig. 4.
We also find similar behaviors for the average paradox holding
probability H (rkk ,ρkx ), for the linear relationship between rxx
and rkk |ρkx | but with larger deviations due to the relatively
narrow range of rkk , and for the probability of holding the FP
for various values of degree-degree correlation. The results are
summarized in Fig. 5.
III. CONCLUSIONS
FIG. 4. (Color online) Paradox holding probability hk (x) of the
correlated networks of size N = 104 for values of rkk = −0.1, 0,
and 0.1 (from left to right) and of ρkx = −0.5, 0, and 0.5 (from
bottom to top). Degrees k follow the power-law distribution in Eq. (15)
with γ = 2.7 and kmin = 6, and attributes x are assigned to nodes
using Eq. (14). For comparison to the uncorrelated case, x has been
regularized by k that has the same value as x for ρkx = 0. Blue
horizontal lines correspond to x/k for each case.

As an interplay between topological heterogeneities and
node attributes in complex networks, the generalized friendship paradox (GFP) has been recently suggested, implying that
your friends have on average higher attribute than you do [18].
While the GFP at the network level was clearly explained in
terms of the positive degree-attribute correlations, the GFP at
the individual level has been far from being fully understood. In
order to understand the role of degree-attribute correlations for
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the GFP at the individual level in more detail, we analyze the
uncorrelated solvable model, which already shows nontrivial
behavior especially for high-attribute nodes. For the general
case, we numerically study the correlated network model
with tunable degree-degree and degree-attribute correlations,
denoted by rkk and ρkx , respectively. We obtain the detailed
patterns of the paradox holding probability of individuals
depending on their degrees and attributes, for the entire range
of correlations of rkk and ρkx . Similarly to the GFP at the
network level, the average paradox holding probability is
strongly affected by the sign of ρkx only in the dissortative
networks with rkk < 0. On the other hand, the results for
the assortative networks with rkk > 0 are robust against the
variation and sign of ρkx .
In our study, we have ignored other topological heterogeneities of networks, such as community structure [14], and
assumed that node attributes are fixed and do not change. In
future works, it would be interesting to study the GFP in more
realistic network topology and/or in cases where the attributes

can change in time, such as the attractiveness of scientific
papers [31], or they evolve according to the individual
decisions, e.g., within the framework of evolutionary game
theory [32].
Finally, we like to remark that successful applications of
statistical physics to social phenomena necessitate the detailed
understanding of both objective and subjective sides of individual behaviors. In this sense, our study of the GFP can provide insights for the subjective self-evaluation of individuals
compared to their neighbors [6,7], which shapes the way they
interact with others. This is crucial to understand the emergent
collective dynamics at the community or societal level.
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